Introduction 43 44
Genomic selection (GS) is a breeding method that uses a dense set of genetic markers to accurately predict the 45 genetic merit of individuals (Meuwissen et al. 2001 ) and it has been incorporated into animal breeding for many 46 years (Van Eenennaam et al. 2014 ). Simulated studies have also shown that including dominance could increase the 47 predictive ability (PA) (Nishio and Satoh, 2014) and result in a higher genetic gain in crossbred population when the 48 dominance variance and heterosis are large and over-dominance is present (Zeng et al. 2013 ). In livestock, 49 accounting for dominance in GS has improved genomic evaluations of dairy cows for fertility and milk production 50 traits (Aliloo et al. 2016 ). In tree species, GS studies have been implemented in several breeding programs, but these 51 studies mostly focused on additive effects in several commercially important conifer species, such as loblolly pine 52 The variance components and breeding values (BVs) for the genotypes of each trait in the two trials were estimated 115 by using the best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) method in three univariate models that included either additive 116 (A), both additive and dominance (AD) or additive, dominance and epistasis genetic effects (ADE) as below. In 117 practice, pedigree-based models had only two models because the epistatic effect is not possible to estimate in full-118 sib progeny trials without replicates for each genotype. Where y is the vector of phenotypic observations of a single trait; is the vector of fixed effects, including a grand 126 mean and site effects, b is the vector of random post-block within site effects, is the vector of random additive 127 effects, s is the vector of random effects of specific combing ability (SCA), is the random residual effects. X, W, Z, 128 and T are the incidence matrices for , , a, and s, respectively. The random post-block effects ( ) in equation [1] 129 and [2] were assumed to follow ~ 0, 0 0 ⊗ , where I is the identity matrix, and is the 130 variance components of random post-block in site1 and site 2, respectively, and ⊗ is the Kronecker product 131 operator. The random additive effects ( ) were assumed to follow ~ (0, ⊗ ), where A is the pedigree-132 based additive genetic relationship matrix, is the general case of additive variance and covariance structure. 133 7 The random effects of SCA (s) were assumed to follow ~ (0, ⊗ ), where VCOVs is the general case of 134 SCA variance and covariance structure. To study G×E in additive (a) and SCA (s) effects, six types of the different 135 variance and covariance structures for additive effects including 0 0 (IDEN), 0 0 (DIAG), 136 (CS), (CS+DIAG), (US), and (FAMK) and for dominance 137 effects including the same 0 0
(IDEN), 0 0 (DIAG), (CS), (CS+DIAG), 138 (US), and (FAMK) were used and represented in Table 1 . and are the additive and 139 dominance variances if homogenous variance structure were used , and are the additive variances for 140 site 1, site 2 and additive covariance between site 1 and site 2, respectively.
, and are dominance 141 variances for site 1, site 2 and additive covariance between site 1 and site 2. Our variance and covariances structures 142 were similar to the published ones by Oakey et al. (2016) . The US and FAMK structure are the same in any two sites 143 MET model. The residual e was assumed to follow ~N(0, I σ 0 0 I σ ), where σ and σ are the residual 144 variances for site 1 and site 2, respectively, I and I are identity matrices, n1 and n2 are the number of individuals 145 in each site. When the variance covariance structures (CS, CS+DIAG and FAMK) were used, the main 146 marker/genetic effects (M) and M×E for additive, dominant, and epistatic variation could be predicted as described 147 The full model (GBLUP-ADE) is described below: 171
where y is the vector of phenotypic observations of a single trait; is the vector of fixed effects, including the grand 173 mean and site effects, b is the vector of random post-block within site effects following ~ (0, 0 0 ⊗ , 174 is the vector of random additive effects following ~ (0, ⊗ ), d is the vector of random dominance 175 effects following ~ (0, ⊗ ) , , , are the vectors of the random additive by additive 176 epistatic effects, additive by dominance epistatic effects, and dominance by dominance epistatic effects, following 177 ~ (0, ), ~ (0, ), and ~ (0, ), respectively. X, W, , , , , and are the 178 incidence matrices for , , a, , , and , respectively. and are the general cases of 179 variance and covariance structures for additive and dominance effects, respectively. All variance covariance 180 structures in Table 1 were used for genomic additive and dominance covariance structures in genomic-based models 181 as in the pedigree-based models. 182
183
The genomic-based additive ( ) and dominance ( ) relationship matrices were constructed based on genome-wide 184 exome capture data as described by VanRaden (2008) for and by Vitezica et al. (2013) for : 185
Where is the total number of SNPs; the elements of Z are equal to −2 , − , and 2 for aa, Aa, and AA 188 genotypes, respectively, with and being the allele frequency of A and a alleles at marker in the population. For 189 dominance matrix , aa, Aa, and AA genotypes in were coded as −2 , 2 , and −2 , respectively. Based 190 on the paper (Vitezica et al. 2013) , the method guarantees the absence of confounding between and and could 191 directly compare to the pedigree-based A and D. 192
193
The relationship matrices due to the first-order epistatic interactions were computed using the Hadamard product 194 (cell by cell multiplication, denoted #) (Su et al. 2012 
Model comparison 205
To compare the relative quality of the goodness-of-fit for the different models, Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) 206 and the fitted line plot (graph of predicted vs. adjusted y values) were used for the linear mixed-effects models 207 (LMM) for all traits, while the standard error of the predictions (SEPs) of the traits BVs was used to assess the 208 precision of the BVs. 209 10 210
Cross-validation 211
A 10-fold cross-validation scenario with 10 replications was used to assess accuracy and prediction ability (PA). 
Genetic variance components and heritability estimates 228
The six variance and covariance structures examined for the additive, dominance, and epistatic effects are presented 229
in Table 1 . The log-likelihood, Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) for the 230 five models (ABLUP-A, ABLUP-AD, GBLUP-A, GBLUP-AD, and GBLUP-ADE) under various variance 231 structures are shown in Table S1 (supplementary data). The models with the best fitted variance-covariance 232 structures under ABLUP and GBLUP for additive variance only, additive plus dominance variance or additive plus 233 dominance and epistasis (e.g. ABLUP-A, ABLUP-AD, GBLUP-A, GBLUP-AD, and GBLUP-ADE) were listed in 234 Table 2 and used to estimate the variance components (Table 3 , except for Pilodyn with CS for additive effects and 235 IDEN for dominance effects from GBLUP-A, GBLUP-AD, and GBLUP-ADE models). These models were 236 included because we wanted to use the same variance-covariance structure to compare with the results from 237 ABLUP-A and ABLUP-AD models for Pilodyn (Table 2) . 238 239 M×E effects for the additive or non-additive effects were considered significantly if the AIC value in MET analysis 240 (e.g. under CS, CS+DIAG, US, or FAMK variance structure) was smaller than the corresponding AIC value in 241 single site (ST) analysis (e.g. under IDEN or DIAG variance structure only) for the same trait or if the Log-242 likelihood Ratio test (LRT) was significant. All models with CS for additive genetic effects were found performing 243 best, except for the model with CS+DIAG for tree height additive genetic effects (Table 2 ). Based on this criterion, 244 all four traits were shown the significant additive M×E effects, except for the Pilodyn trait under GBLUP models. 245 However, additive-by-environment variance in site 1 from ABLUP-AD with CS+DIAG was not significant (Table 3 , 246 606.7) based on AIC. For dominance effect, however, only tree height with IDEN and velocity with DIAG structure 247 had significant effects, therefore, there was no significant M×E for dominance effect for all traits. For epistasis, there 248 was no significant effect on any traits. 249 250 Block variance components ( ) for each site were almost consistent across the five models (Table 3) . For example, 251 for tree height accounted for 10.4%−12.9% and 14.9%−15.6% for site 1 and site 2, respectively. For tree height, 252 the main difference between the ABLUP-A and GBLUP-A models was the substantial increase of the additive 12 variance ( ) (Table 3) , in contrast for wood quality traits. For example, tree height additive variance s estimated 254 from GBLUP-A were 130.6% and 106.7% of the ABLUP-A s at site 1 and site 2, respectively. However, Pilodyn 255 and velocity additive variance s estimated from GBLUP-A averaged 77.8% and 83.6% of the ABLUP-A s for 256 both sites. The tree height s estimated from GBLUP-AD were also larger than those from ABLUP-AD for both 257 sites. In contrast, wood quality traits s estimated from GBLUP-AD were also smaller than those from ABLUP-258 AD for both sites. For tree height and velocity, the main differences between the ABLUP-A and ABLUP-AD and 259 between GBLUP-A and GBLUP-AD were the substantial decrease in (Table 3 ). Pilodyn and MOE had the same 260 s for the ABLUP-A and ABLUP-AD and also for GBLUP-A and GBLUP-AD because dominance variances ( s) 261 were zero for both traits. For example, tree height s estimated from ABLUP-AD were 87.8% and 68.3% of the 262 s estimated from ABLUP-A at site 1 and site2, respectively. 263
264
In the ABLUP-AD model, tree height and velocity dominances showed significant effects based on AIC (Table 2  265 and Table 3 ). For example, tree height dominance effects accounted for 8.5% and 23.1% of the phenotypic variation 266 for site 1 and site 2, respectively. In the GBLUP-AD model, tree height dominance effects accounted for 18.1% and 267 9.8% of the phenotypic variation for site 1 and site 2, respectively. However, the dominance effect of 572.2 in site 1 268 was not significant based on AIC. In the GBLUP-ADE models, all first-order epistatic effects were all zero for all 269 the four traits, except for velocity with non-significant additive × additive effects (4.2%) and dominance × 270 dominance effects (0.7%) (Table 3) . 271 272 Tree height and velocity narrow-sense heritability estimates from ABLUP-A or GBLUP-A models were larger than 273 those from ABLUP-AD or GBLUP-AD. For example, tree height narrow-sense heritability of 0.12 from ABLUP-A 274 was larger than 0.10 from ABLUP-AD at site 1. Broad-sense heritability estimates were substantially larger than 275 narrow-sense heritability estimates from both ABLUP-AD and GBLUP-AD at both sites for tree height and velocity. 276
For example, tree height broad-sense heritability estimates were 253.8% and 166.7% of the narrow-sense heritability 277 estimates from the GBLUP-AD model at site 1 and site 2, respectively. For tree height, Pilodyn, and MOE, GBLUP-278 ADE produced exactly the same results as GBLUP-AD (Table 3 ) because of lack of epistasis. In this study, only 279 velocity showed non-significant and non-zero epistatic effects, moreover, broad-sense heritability estimates from 280 GBLUP-ADE models were slightly higher than those from GBLUP-AD (0.43 vs. 0.41 for site 1, 0.42 vs. 0.40 for 281 13 site 2). 282 283
Comparison of models 284
We used two methods for model comparison, namely, Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) ( Table S1 and Table 2) GBLUP-A to GBLUP-AD and from ABLUP-A to ABLUP-AD, which was consistent with the zero estimates of 291 dominance variances for both traits (Table 3) . The difference of r 2 for tree height between site 1 and site 2 was much 292 larger than that of wood quality traits for all models. 293 294 Comparing BVs' precision using the standard errors for the predictions (SEPs) between different modes (GBLUP-295 AD vs. GBLUP-A, GBLUP-AD vs. ABLUP-AD, GBLUP-AD vs. ABLUP-A, GBLUP-A vs. ABLUP-AD, GBLUP-296 A vs. ABLUP-A, and ABLUP-AD vs. ABLUP-A) is shown in Figure 2 for all traits. For tree height, the SEPs of 21-297
year-old Norway spruce breeding values between ABLUP-AD and ABLUP-A showed similar values. GBLUP-AD 298 for tree height had much lower SEPs than that of GBLUP-A, but not for wood quality traits. GBLUP-AD for all 299 traits had much lower SEPs values than that from ABLUP-AD for most SEPs values. ABLUP-AD for all traits had 300 almost the same SEPs as ABLUP-A, even for tree height. For all traits, GBLUP-AD and GBLUP-A had more and 301 lower SEPs than those from ABLUP-AD and ABLUP-A, except the GBLUP-A for tree height had more and larger 302 SEPs than those from ABLUP-A and ABLUP-AD. 303 304
Cross-validation of the models 305
A random selection of 10% of the population was used as a validation set. Cross-validation was conducted using the 306 same model for model building and validation and using different models for model building and validation (Table  307 4). Generally, using the same models have higher predictive accuracy than using different models (Table 4; diagonal 308 values using the same models). Predictive accuracy was almost the same or similar among the pedigree-based 309 14 models (between ABLUP-A and ABLUP-AD) and among the genomic-based models (between GBLUP-A and 310 GBLUP-AD) ( Table 4 ). For instance, predictive accuracies for Pilodyn between reference ABLUP-A and ABLUP-311 AD values with cross-validated ABLUP-A and ABLUP-AD values had all the same value (0.77). The predictive 312 accuracy from ABLUP-AD was the highest (0.91). 313 314 For all four traits, Spearman breeding values ranking correlations between pedigree-based models (ABLUP-A and 315 ABLUP-AD) and between genomic-based models (GBLUP-A and GBLUP-AD) in cross-validation were higher 316 than between pedigree-based and genomic-based models (Table 4 ). For example, Spearman breeding values ranking 317 correlation between pedigree-based and genomic-based models for tree height were 0.88. Spearman breeding values 318 ranking correlations within pedigree-based models or genomic-based models were almost the same or unit. For 319 example, Spearman breeding values ranking correlation between ABLUP-A and ABLUP-AD for tree height were 320 1.00. 321
322
The cross-validation focused on comparing the GBLUP and ABLUP models in prediction ability (PA) using MET 323 models and single trial (ST) models for all traits and results were shown in Table 5 . We only examined the models 324 with either CS or CS+DIAG for additive effects and either CS or IDEN for dominance effects in MET analysis. For 325 a single trial (ST) analysis, the models with DIAG for additive and IDEN or DIAG for dominance effects based on 326 Table 2 were used. Using the same site data as training set and validation set showed higher PA. Tree height PA from 327 the ST analysis in site 2 was higher than that in site 1 for additive effects (A) from GBLUP-AD models 328 (comparisons: 1 and 3, 0.25 vs. 0.24, Table 5 ) and ABLUP-AD models (comparisons: 1 and 3, 0.26 vs. 0.21, Table  329 5). The models with additive and dominance effects (AD) showed similar results as the models with additive effect 330 only (A) for tree height. If one site was used to building the model and predict the breeding values (A) and genotype 331 values (AD) for the second site, then predicting for site 2 using the models from site 1 had a higher PA than the 332 opposite for both GBLUP-AD (comparisons: 2 and 4, 0.09 vs. 0.07, Table 5 ) and ABLUP-AD (comparisons: 2 and 333 4, 0.13 vs. 0.09, Table 5 ). Ly et al. (2013) suggested that G×E, which can not be accounted for a single trial, reduced 334 the ability to make predictions. Our results proved that the site 2 tree height might have a higher environmental 335 component than those observed in site 1, making the prediction of the BVs (additive) or GVs (additive and 336 dominance) less accurate. PA of Pilodyn did not change or only a slight change using site 1 model for site 2 and 337 15 vice-versus. This happened because there is almost no G×E in Pilodyn measurement. 338 339 Generally, PA was higher in MET analysis than that in ST analysis for all traits, except for tree height (Table 5) . For 340 Pilodyn, velocity, and MOE, PAs in MET analyses based on A and AD models were higher than those from single 341 site (ST) analyses (comparisons 1 and 5, comparisons 2 and 6, Table 5 ). For example, PAs for Pilodyn based on A 342 from GBLUP-AD showed an increase of 15.4% (comparison1 1 and 5, 0.26 vs. 0.30, Table 5 ) and 39.1% 343 (comparisons 3 and 6, 0.23 vs. 0.32, Table 5 ) in site1 and site 2, respectively. 344 345 Finally, we studied the additive M×E effects on the GEBVs. There was a reduction in tree height PA if M×E was not 346 included in calculating the GEBVs for site 2 (comparison 6: 0.25 vs. 0.22, Table 5 ), and for site 1 (comparison 5: 347 0.23 vs. 0.22, Table 5 ). Including tree height dominance in models in site 2, PA increased 8% from 0.25 to 0.27 and 348 20.8% from 0.24 to 0.29 for GBLUP-AD and ABLUP-AD models, respectively (Table 5 ). Including tree height 349 dominance in models in site 1, PA increased 13.0% from 0.23 to 0.26 and 5.3% from 0.19 to 0.20 for GBLUP-AD 350 and ABLUP-AD models, respectively. For Pilodyn, velocity, and MOE, PA including dominance in MET analysis 351 were not increased, even for velocity with a significant dominance variance based on AIC. 352 353 PAs for all traits from GBLUP-ADE were not shown in Table 5 because their variance components were zero, 354 except for velocity. PA for velocity from the GBLUP-ADE model was the same as the result from GBLUP-AD. 355 356
Expected response to genomic selection (GS) 357
We compared GS at seedling stage (about age two years) with the phenotypic selection at age ca. year for all traits for variable proportions of individuals selected by GS ( Figure 3 ). The results showed that RGS per 362
year provided much larger values than RPS per year for three genomic selection scenarios, including selection based 363 on 1) main marker effects (M), 2) M plus M×E effects (A), and 3) A plus dominance effects (AD) from GBLUP-AD 364 model for both sites (Figure 3 ). However, RGS per year for different scenarios in both sites showed slight 365 16 differences only for tree height, not for wood quality traits. RGS per year for tree height based on A and AD was 366 substantially higher than that based on M in site 2 (Figure 3 ). However, in site 1, RGS per year for tree height based 367 on A and AD was slightly better than that based on M and only showed at low selection proportion. In the traditional 368 Swedish breeding program, 50 individuals were selected for each breeding population. In Figure S1 and AD were almost the same (Figure 3 ), but they slightly increased when such effects were significant (Table S2) . In the previous study, it was observed that the average h 2 of 0.29 (0.02-1.09) based on 170 field tests with seedling 394 materials was higher than the average H 2 of 0.18 (0.04-0.50) based on 123 field tests with clonal materials (Kroon et 395 al. 2011 ), indicating a valid comparison of relative genetic control must use the datasets that come from the same 396 trial with comparable pedigree (Wu, 2018) . In this study, tree height h 2 estimated from pedigree-based models (Table  397 3: ABLUP-A and ABLUP-AD) varies from 0.10 to 0.19. The tree height H 2 estimated from pedigree-based models 398 varies from 0.20 to 0.40 in the two sites. The ratio of tree height h 2 /H 2 varies from 0.35-0.50 ( / 2.10-0.94) and 399 from 0.39-0.60 ( / 1.60-0.67) in ABLUP-AD and GBLUP-AD models, respectively, which are lower than 400 0.60-0.84 ( / 0.67-0.19) from three Norway spruce progeny trials in the previous study (Kroon et al. 2011). 401 The usual range of the ratio h 2 /H 2 has been reported to range from 0.18 to 0.84 ( / 4.56-0.19) for tree traits 402 because the additive variance increases from ABLUP models to GBLUP models (Table 3) . For wood quality traits, 421
the SEPs of breeding values in GBLUP-A models are smaller than those in the pedigree-based ABLUP-A model. 422
For all traits, the most SEPs of breeding values in GBLUP-AD model are smaller than GBLUP-A, ABLUP-AD, and 423 ABLUP-A models, which indicates that GBLUP-AD could produce more accurate breeding values even though 424 predictive accuracy or Spearman breeding values ranking correlation are similar between GBLUP-AD and GBLUP-425 Table S1 . Here 439 we should note that site 1 has a non-significant additive M×E term for tree height that resulted in a negligible 440 increase with the M×E term included in GBLUP-AD model. Generally, MET analysis shows slightly higher PA than 441 ST analysis, except for tree height with the same value. It may result from the non-significant additive covariance 442 ( ) between two sites. In this study, only tree height and velocity had slight increases for PA, which also supports 443 the previous study of Ly et al. predicted. Here, the GBLUP-AD model for tree height shows homogenous dominance variances in both sites (Table  451 3, identity matrix for dominance effect). However, the ABLUP-AD model shows that a significant dominance 452 study, the improvement of tree height and velocity PAs also agree with the previous observations. However, 459 including significant dominance in this study may not improve the additive accuracy ( Table 3, year is considerably higher than RPS per year for all traits (Figure 3) . RGS per year for wood quality traits has 499 higher gain than those for tree height when we select the top 50 individuals based on M, A or AD effect, in contrast 500 to the result reported by Resende et al. (2017) at Eucalyptus. Thus, GS based on GEGV is ideal for solid-wood 501 quality improvement in Norway spruce. 502 503
Conclusions: 504
505 This is the first paper to study M×E using different covariance structure for the additive and non-additive effects and 506 dominance in GS for forestry trees species. We found that M×E and dominance effects could improve PA when they 507 are considerably large. In GBLUP-AD model, M×E contributed 4.7% and 11.1% of tree height phenotypic 508 variations for the site1 and site 2, respectively. Dominance contributed 18.1% and 9.8% of tree height phenotypic 509 variations for the site1 and site 2, respectively. The higher PA of GBLUP-AD model for tree height compared to 510 ABLUP-A and GBLUP-A models suggests that dominance should be included in GS models for the forestry genetic 511 evaluation in order to improve the predictive accuracy or estimates of genetic parameters. Advanced M×E model 512 could improve PA and should be kept in the model fitting. GBLUP-AD could be a more useful model in breeding 513 and propagation when tree breeders want to use the specific combining ability (SCA) using full-sib family seedlings. 514 515
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